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Sneakerheads! If your between your ages of 13-19 you don't care right now in regards to a
mortgage? This book will show you how to interact with the things you love, SHOES, in order to
get the items you need later! what you can say for certain about is sneakers! Usually the
response to these questions is NO. Should you choose, THAT'S AWESOME! This publication
contains a group of short stories and tips to motivate sneakerheads to live a better life and get
more sneakers along the way. You don't know about those things and that's OK. Have you any
idea about your credit score and how to build it? are you aware what a 401k really does? If not
this book is for you.
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Five Stars Great product! It's certainly a DO-IT-YOURSELF book, with no publishing home listed or
any regular reserve info anywhere on the publication. Not what I wanted AT ALL. Now I'm all for
someone acquiring the initiative and composing a publication about their enthusiasm, but this
reserve is just about 90 pages with only four or five 5 about sneakers. I loved all of the stories
and appreciated the way the Author included the passion and reasons behind getting a
sneakhead.. The others contain common sense about growing up and how to get a secured
credit card, etc. I received my copy Dec 3,2018 and on the last web page it says PRINTED: DEC
1,2018.WARNING-HOMEMADE Reserve WITH Nothing at all ABOUT SNEAKERS AT ALL
WARNING: This book reads like it was written by an 11 year older with poor grammar and
punctuation. Great gift! Made a great present for my sneaker loving 12 year old brother!.. And
how they could be put on life's everyday problems and reality to greatly help the near future
leaders and innovators make smart choices and help prepare them for future years they have not
however seen. Oh and there are a few pretty fly sneaker stories in here too. I really enjoyed this
book I really enjoyed this book!. I think a book such as this is needed within an era where kids
should be shown some way of getting information they want in the future. the stories in here are
short and pretty much right to the idea for a child to understand. I think a book such as this is
needed within an era where children should .
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